Translation of tourism information has played an important role in the regional tourism industry promotion in Indonesia. One of the approaches in promoting the Indonesian tourism industry has been by producing promotional materials that contain tourism information in Indonesian with an English translation. This promotional material aimsat attracting and encouraging potential visitors to visit the places presented in the materials. However, there is a question of whether these tourism texts translations have functioned well to serve its purpose given the fact that tourism text translation has always been criticized for its poor quality. This paper aims at examiningthe translation quality of bilingual tourism promotional materials and the implication on the effectiveness for tourism purposes. The data were four tourism brochures collected from the regional tourism board of Gorontalo in Indonesia.Data wereanalyzed qualitatively to identify the nature of the translation problems in the texts and to consider the implications of these problems for the effectiveness of the text for tourism promotion. The findings revealed that the problems of translation are varied from a low-level linguistic aspect to more significant cultural reference problems. This paper argues that these translation problems have a significantimpact onthe text for tourismpromotion as they undermine the text ability to achievethe purpose of tourism promotional material.
Introduction
In the present day, the tourism industry has been directly impactedby the 4 th Industrial Revolution. This can be seen from the use of technology for the ease of information access,and this is especially useful for Indonesian tourism as one of the emerging tourist destinations. The tourism industry has been one of the biggest economic sectors in Indonesia besides mining, oil and gas(Purwomarwanto& Ramachandran 2015. With its uniqueness, the country is well known for its natural and cultural assets which have attracted millions of tourists to visit the country each year. This situation has prompted the government to develop and improve its tourism facilities, infrastructure,and communication with overseas tourists.
Indonesia as an archipelago country has a lot to offer to foreign visitors through the tourism attractions available from its 33 provinces. One of the strategies to improve the number of foreign visitors is to give visa-free to many countries.For example, in 2005, there were more than 110 countries granted visa-free to Indonesia fortourism and business(Kertopati2015).This policy has seen a positive impact on the tourism industry in terms of the visitors' numbers. This policy has also beenimportant for many regional tourism industries in each province as the central government encouragesthe visitor to visit not onlypopular place like Bali but also other places.
Gorontalo, as a new province in Eastern Indonesia, also takes part in developing its tourism industry. The government, through the Tourism Board, has been working to introduce and promote the tourism industry to domestic and international visitors. One of the attempts in promoting the industry is by producing promotional materials such as brochures as one of the media to communicate with overseas tourists.Tourism brochures have been chosen by the regional tourism board in Gorontaloand are mostly usedmaterials produced. This condition indicates the fact that brochures as tourism promotional material have been one of the most common strategies in tourism promotion globally (Agorni2012). These brochures are bilingual written in Indonesian and then translated into English to give information to foreign visitors It is common that the use of translation in tourism texts have been criticized due to poor quality and this has undermined the tourism promotional texts to function as tourism promotion that functions to entice potential visitors. There have been a number of studies that show that the translation quality used in tourism texts are poor which can be seen in the research done byKelly (1998), Milton &Garbi(2000) , Ko(2010) , (Muñoz 2012) , Sulaiman(2013) and Napu (2016) . Unfortunately, the study of translation quality in the tourism domain remains limited.It is, therefore, the aim of this present study to examine and to find out the nature of the problems of the English translations of the promotional materials and how it may impact on the texts as tourism promotion material. Thus, the problem statement is formulated as ‚what are the translation problems of the English translation of tourism promotion materials produced by Gorontalo regional tourism board?
Method
This paper examined bilingual tourism promotional materials in the form of brochures. The data were four tourism brochures collected from the Tourism Board of Gorontalo Province Government in Indonesia which were analyzed qualitatively to identify the nature of the translation problems that are found in the texts and to consider the implications of these problems for the effectiveness of the texts for tourism promotion. The text highlights the image of an old historical site related to the colonial period and royalty in Gorontalo. It also highlights the idea of beautiful sea garden with unique features.
The analysis included reading and interpretation of the data of the English tourism texts in order to identify any linguistic and cultural reference problems. The first part of the analysis was to look at the linguistic errors in the texts. Linguistic translation problems were identified in terms of syntactic and semantic errors. The cultural problems were focused on how culture-related items in the source text were translated and mediated in the translation as a way to to make readers fully understand the texts.
Findings and Discussion
This section presents the data findings that will be discussed concurrently to examine the quality of the translations. This is done by looking at translation problems and considering the consequences of the problems on the communicative function and purpose of the texts as tourism promotional texts. The findings reveal that there are a great number of translation problems in the English version of the brochures. For this reason, the discussion will only present examples of the problems that represent and are evident in the texts as a whole.
Linguistic translation problems
The translation problems in this category include syntactic and semantic problems.
Syntactic problems
The syntactic problems in the text involve low-level grammatical errors such as the omission of grammatical items. The missing items include the article 'the' and past participle endings as can be observed below. Ota berarti banteng dan Naha diambildari…", "yang keduaadalah Otahiya yang merupakannamaistri Naha", "banteng ketigabernama Ulupahu). In this example, there is a mix of tenses shifting from past to present forms of the same verb in one sentence. These problems may be due to the fact that there is no tense marker in the source language and the translator has not been consistent in translating the word in each case.
Further, there are a number of problems in word order. The examples of the problems are discussed below. 1) A problem with word order is found as in ‚Dulohupa custom home is the hall meeting of royal relatives‛(Rumah adat Dulohupa adalahbalaimusyawarahdarikerabatkerajaan).
The translation of 'hall meeting' is a literal translation of balaimusyawarah where the phrase has been treated as if it is two independent words and translated each in the order it occurs in the source text. The term is, however, a lexical compound that equates with 'meeting hall' in English. 2) In some cases, the components of a sentence are not correctly organized or structured according to the norms of English in the following sentence: ‚This house shaped on stilts made of boardwith Gorontalo's specific roof‛.(Rumah iniberbentukrumahpanggung yang terbuatdaripapan yang berbentukatapspesifikdaerah Gorontalo).
There are two dependent phrases underlined in the sentence; 'on stilts made of board' and 'with Gorontalo's specific roof'. In the source text, the phrase 'with Gorontalo's specific roof' modifies the 'house' not the phrase 'on stilts made of board', and therefore the first phrase should follow directly after the sentence subject 'this house' in the target text. The word or phrase order used in the translation which attaches the 'roof' to the 'stilts' instead of to 'house' reflects the source text word order, but this creates a problem in the structure of the target text.
Semantic problems
The cases of semantic problems found in the text relate to lexical choices and also to a missing translation. The problems of lexical choice involve words in the source text that has more than one meaning in the target language and which the word chosen is not appropriate in the context. The missing translation is a case where phrases in the text are left untranslated. 1) ‚This is the best tourism object for those who have research interest on flora and fauna‛(Ini adalahobyekwisataterbaikbagimereka yang memilikiminatpenelitiantentang flora dan fauna).
The source text word obyekequates to words in English such as site, place, location or object. The word 'object' is not the best word in this context because it refers to a thing not a place. 2) ‚This tourism object can be developed as well to preserve natural resources<‛(Obyek wisatainidapatdikembangkanjugauntukmelestarikansumberdayaalam). The word 'as well' is a translation of the source text word juga which could mean 'also'. In the target text, 'also' normally modifies a verb (developed), whereas 'as well' modifies a clause and is placed at the end of it. Therefore, the word 'also' is more suitable and needs to be placed before the verb 'develop': ‚This tourism object can also be developed to preserve natural resources<‛.
There is also a case of problems in terms of lexical choices. The problems with lexical choice are in cases of polysemy where one word in the source language has more than one translation equivalent in the target language. There are a number of examples of these polysemy problems identified in the text.
1) The use of the word 'relatives' as in ‚Dulohupa custom home is the hall meeting of royal relatives‛(Rumah adat Dulohupa adalahbalaimusyawarahdarikerabatkerajaan).
The word kerabatin the source text represents a type of family membership referring to an extended family that does not exist in English. This word is also polysemous and it can equate with the words 'relatives' or 'family' in English. The concept of the word 'relatives' in the target language, on the other hand, does not denote the type of family membership implied in the source text and the word 'family' is a more suitable equivalent to represent the meaning in the source text. 2) ‚Custom home‛ (instead of a traditional house).
Both words have more than one equivalent meaning in the target language. The word rumahequates to 'house' or 'home' in English,and in this context, the reference is to describe the building as an architectural form and therefore the word 'house' would be the most suitable translation. The word adat is also polysemous and could mean 'custom' as a noun or 'traditional' as an adjective. This particular context, however, would require an adjective in order to modify the 'house' and therefore the word 'traditional' is the most suitable translation equivalent. The examples above show that this particular text has a number of polysemous words where these words are not well translated based on the context in which they occur.
There is also a case of missing translation evident in the text. This example is found as in'He came to Gorontalo to unify Negara Kesatuan Republik Indonesia'(Dia datang untuk menyatukan Negara Kesatuan Republik Indonesia). In this case, the translator has not translated the official name of the country, which has an official English translation as the United States of theRepublic of Indonesia. As the phrase is left untranslated, it is not accessible to an English speaker, who cannot identify what is being unified and as a result cannot interpret the significance of the event that is used to promote the significance of the site.
Another semantic problem is concerned with idiomatic expression. There is one instance of a problem with an idiomatic expression in the text. The problem is related to the use of an idiom which has been used in an unidiomatic way that creates a problem. These problems can be seen as the following:
On the back side of the pavilion (pada bagianbelakangadaanjungan).
The underlined phrase is problematic as it is a literal translation where the source text has been word for word translated into the target language (pada 'on' bagian 'side' and belakang 'back'). This literal translation 'on the back side' is however not an idiomatic expression in English referring to relative space and it may have unintended humorous consequences in the target text as it refers idiomatically to a person's bottom. Therefore, a different translation such as 'at the back of' or 'at the rear of' would be more suitable as the appropriate idiomatic expression in the context.
The discussion of the problems shows that this text contains two kinds of problems: syntactic and semantic problems. As discussed in relation to other texts, these problems may result from limited English language competence and the use of a literal word for word translation strategy that does not consider meanings in context.
Cultural reference problems
The cultural reference problem in the text is where the translator has left some cultural items in the source language text untranslated or written them without any adjustment or additional information that could make them understandable to the target language readers. There is one example of a problem related to cultural reference that can be found in the text in the phrase ‚<looking at the activity of the teenagers playing Sepak Raga".The phrase contains local knowledge which is only identifiable to the source language readers but not to the target readers. Some mediational work in this context, such as adding extra information to these animal names, which Liddicoat (2005) has called 'expansion', could have overcome the issue and enabled comprehension by the target language audience: for example adding a description of the activity to help readers to understand the cultural reference, for example Sepak Raga (traditional football). The useof interventionof the translator is useful to give the readers a good understanding of the text. Such additions mean that the translator functions a mediator (Katan 2009; Liddicoat 2015) who facilitates communication and understanding between one group to another in terms of language and culture.
These problems suggest that the translator lacks sufficient English language competence to do the translation and this impact on the quality of the translation in the form of the frequent errors evident in the text. The use of a literal translation approach in some parts of the text and a lack of mediation also indicate a limited translation competence,and this creates a less professional image for the translated text as a tourism advertisement.
Conclusions
The translations give evidence of the use of a literal translation approach and a lack of mediational work in the texts,and this indicated that the translator had a limited translation competence or lacked familiarity with translation practices. Kelly (1998) and Muñoz (2012) have also argued that the problems in tourism translation reflect translators' lack of translation competence. This indicates that there are problems with the selection of translators for tourism translation Ideally, the translated texts should be able to present the information of the source text in an informative, persuasive way and free from any translation problems or errors (Kelly 1997; Newmark 1991) in order to achieve the communicative purpose and in the case of tourism texts, be able to attract readers (tourists). As the functional approach suggests the quality of a translation is seen in the way the text is translated to achieve the function and purpose for the readers of the target text. However, the frequent problems of translation errors evident in most of the texts may detract from the purpose of the text in being persuasive and attractive and so may not work well with target readers. The translation errors and the problems caused by the translator's interventions may alter the communicative function that has been designed in the source language text. These problems have therefore undermined the achievement of the purpose of the translation and consequently created an image of the text being less professional because of the low translation quality that impacts on the text's effectiveness as promotional texts to attract tourists.
